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JETS COMICS

この作品はフィクションです。実在の人物・団体・事件などには一切の関係ありません。
RETRIBUTION: THE BIRTH RITE: THE HOP OF THE FISH
They ain't acting any differently then the pagans!

Ah, those stupid people!

We can't throw stones this time.

What are we gonna do?

But, I can't believe we're still alive.
CAN'T YOU WALK FASTER, YOU DAMN PAGAN

OK WELL TAKE THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY TO RUN

DAMN YOU'RE WASTING OUR TIME

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?
HEY! OLD MAN!
YOU CAME AT A GOOD TIME!!

WHERE DID THEY COME FROM?
TO THINK I'D BE WALKING ALONG WITH THESE TWO...

I DON'T THINK THEY HAVE NOTICED ME YET... BUT GOTTA THINK OF SOME REASON TO ESCAPE...

AH------? I CAN'T HEAR YOU!! JUST COME OVER AND GIVE ME A HAND!!

HAAHAHA WHAT'S THAT KID DOING THERE?

FUCKIN' BRAT
I'M GOING TO CHECK IT OUT FIRST! CAPTAIN STAY AT A DISTANCE

IS IT ALL RIGHT?
BURN!!
BURN!!
QUICK!!!!
BURN HER
THE FIRE
LET THE FIRE CLEANSE THIS LACE!!

HURRY!

Lord Moegus 

オオオオオオオ
I'm used to these situations!!

Target locked

I-I-I-I just have to let myself fall

Hey! Are you serious?!
IS JUST A SMALL PART
IT'S TIME, LITTLE GIRL!
IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE THE SAME.
HE'S COMING!!

IT CAN'T BE
DOWN!

YOU I WON'T LET YOU GO.
YOU'RE NOT

I COULDN'T BELIEVE
THE SHADOW REFLECTED ON THE WATER.
RETRIBUTION: THE BIRTH RITE: GHOSTLY PRIEST (1)

BUT, CAN YOU BE A FISH IN THE WATER
WHAT?!  
LORD MOGUGUS!!  
THAT BLACK THING IS...
THE BLACK DEMON HAS DEFEATED THE GREAT ANGEL!

IT'S A DEMON...

THE GREAT ANGEL WAS DEFEATED BY HIM!

...LORD MOZGUS!

...LORD MOZGUS!!
WHAT THE HELL?!

I SAW SOMETHING OUT OF THE CORNER OF MY EYE.

JUST A SECOND AGO...

WHAT WAS THAT?!

THAT'S THE ...!
THE CRIMINAL YOU SEEK IS THIS BOY

GAAH! HERE COMES ANOTHER ONE!!

FUCK OFF

YEAH, JUST KEEP TRYIN' TO GRAB HER!

YEAH, JUST KEEP TRYIN' TO GRAB HER!
WHAT THE HELL?!
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY
GO AWAY

POPS ....
FEEL THE SWIFTNESS OF DIVINE PUNISHMENT!!
AND WITH ITS STRENGTH, I WILL CRUSH YOU!

I STAND IN PLACE OF THE HEAVENS.

AN ANGEL!

OH GREAT ANGEL!!! SAVE US!

HE'S GOING TO DESTROY THE DEMON, AND SAVE US!

LORD MOZGUS HAS REVIVED THAT FORM IS...

LOOK!

LORD MOZGUS THAT FORM IS

AN ANGEL? NO. IT LOOKS MORE LIKE A MONSTER...

LOOK AT THIS!!

IT IS USELESS TO ALLOW YOUR STRENGTH TO FLOURISH AS MUCH AS IT HAS ALREADY.

I ALWAYS KEEP THE SCRIPTURE CLOSE TO ME. SUCH IMPURE ATTACKS CANNOT HARM ME.

IT IS ALSO THE ORIGIN OF OUR FAITH!

THIS HOLY SCRIPTURE WAS THE SHIELD AGAINST YOUR BLADE OF IMPURITY!
YOU TWO! HURRY UP AND CAPTURE THE WITCH GIRL! THE OTHER SINNERS WILL BE TORTURED SOON ENOUGH...

I DEMAND RETRIVAL!

HEY WAIT MINUTE! I'M DIFF-

THIS GUY ISN'T MAKING ANY SENSE AT ALL.

WOW... HE'S SCREWED UP.

ONLY IF MY 4 FOLLOWERS ARE STRUCK DOWN BY THE HEAVENS WILL YOU HAVE A CHANCE OF ESCAPE...

THERE IS NO ESCAPE...
FOR PUNISHMENT...
I WILL RIP YOU,
LIMB FROM LIMB!!!

I DO THIS AS MY PARTING GIFT TO THEM...
DAMN... HE'S TOUGH

WHICH JUST MAKES HIM THAT MUCH TOUGHER

HIS POWER IS LIKE ONE OF THE APOSTLES
MY ULTIMATE POWER!!

FEEL MY SUPREME STRENGTH!!

It's no good. They just keep coming!

I wouldn't look over there if I were you.
Retribution: The Birth Rite: Ghostly Priest (2)
LIEUTENANT!!
WE CAN'T HOLD THE FRONT LINES ANY MORE!!

A KNIGHTS DUTY IS TO PROTECT THE WEAK!!

WE GOTTA KEEP IT UP!! DON'T GIVE UP, KNIGHTS ARE HERE TO PROTECT THOSE IN NEED!!

IF THIS GOES ON.....!

IT'S TERRIBLE!! THE FIRE THAT'S STOPPING THE MONSTER IS GETTING SMALLER!!

GOD ...!!
GOD!! THOUSAND HAND ATTACK!!!
GOD'S BREATHE!!
YOU ...

YOU SON OF A...!!

GOD BULLSHIT IN FRONT OF ME

DON'T PREACH YOUR
I'll close your mouth!

To make sure you won't give me another one of your boring sermons.

But this...

I really couldn't cut it through.
This armor conferred by God is unbreakable.

First, I'm going to break your evil sword.
HE’S TOO BUSY TO GIVE US A HAND

IF A KG GIVES YOU LESSON YOU’RE DONE MAN

WHO DARES WHO INTO THE

SINCE GATTS BRO IS KEEPIN THE LIZARD PREST’S BUSY, THE 2 OF US CAN DO THIS

GIVE ME A BREAK.

I’M NOT NEEDED HERE I’LL BE A BURDEN IF GO ALONE

IF I STAY WITH THESE PEOPLE I’M GONNA GET KILLED

NO, IF I STAY HERE ANY LONGER
I'M SORRY, ELENE!

I'M SORRY.

THE PAGAN HUNTERS

GENERAL, WE SHOULD GET AWAY FROM HERE.

HURP?

HEY THE PUFFY HAIRED GIRL, YOU BETTER GET AWAY FROM THERE IT'S DANGEROUS.

WHAT SHOULD I DO? THEY'RE IN MY WAY.
Serious ouch!!

She's alive! She's still breathing!

Dunno, we can only pray for her now.

Plook! If we could immobilize them for just an instant.

Shit they're fluttering there.

Hey stop it.

Leave it to me.

Huh.

I'll show this only once monkey boy!!

Wait! That's it! We'd use anything's help right now even an elf.

I don't wanna do it any more.

I'll show you why fairies are the kings of sky!!

Look! They're coming, what we gonna do?!

I'm sorry! In that case...
HE REALLY ...

DID IT!!
I WOULD FEEL SAFER IF I AT LEAST DECAPITATED THEM.

YOU'RE A DAMN PERSISTENT KID.

OH, MY GOD!!

THEY WERE ...!!

DO YOU PLAN TO OBSTRUCT THE DUTY OF THE HOLY TILL THE END!!?

HAVE YOU NO REVERENCE FOR GOD?!

TRY TO PUT THIS IN A PART OF YOUR F**KIN MIND.

IF YOU REALLY WANNA SERVE GOD,
TOUCH THAT WOMAN EVER AGAIN!

I WON'T LET YOU
RETRIBUTION: THE BIRTH RITE: ONE WHO DEPENDS AND ONE WHO STRUGGLES

BERSERK
THEY STARTED MOVING AGAIN ....!!!
I CAN'T BREAK HIS DEFENSE!!

I DON'T HAVE TIME TO LOAD THE CANON!!

IN THIS SITUATION...

WHERE...

WHERE'S HIS WEAK POINT...!!!
NOT GOOD! HE'LL DIE!

....FEELS LIKE I GOT HIT BY A ROCK!!!
THE VOICE OF PRAYER!!

CAN YOU HEAR THIS!?

THEY ARE WAITING FOR GOD'S VICTORY.

EVERYONE WHO HAS GATHERED HERE,

THEY WANT TO BE SAVED.
OF PEOPLE TO SAVE THAT WITCH.

YOU WILL SACRIFICE THOUSANDS ...

IT DEPENDS

HE MIGHT NOT BE WRONG

WHAT THE HELL ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

WHERE'S THE PROOF?

HOW CAN YOU SAVE PEOPLE BY KILLING A GIRL?

THIS PLACE IS FULL OF SADNESS AND ANGER, BUT IT SHOULDN'T HAPPEN LIKE THIS

...THAT MEANS, IT MUST BE...
IF THE PERSON WITH THE BRAND IS GONE, THE MONSTERS WILL BE GONE AS WELL?!!

...IF THAT'S THE CASE?!

BURN HER!
QUICK!
IT'S SO ANNOYING! SHUT UP AH!!!

KILL HER!

KILL THE WITCH
SAVE US
GOD!! QUICKLY!

ARE JUST PRAYING.
YOU BUNCH OF MORONS

DON'T FUCK AROUND YOU
THAT'S WHY YOU ALL PRAY!

YOU BUNCH OF

ALL THESE PEOPLE GATHERED TOGETHER.

JUST BECAUSE YOU GUYS ARE IN TROUBLE,

YOU ALL ARE NOTHING,

FOR SOMEONE ELSE.

BUT A SACRIFICE
You will obey God's command!!

Prayer is the basis of faith!!

Repent!!

You don't know how to pray!!
GODS PRESSURE!!
I've never...

I will get things done myself.

Expected a miracle.

Doesn't seem as strong as I thought.

Your outer part.

That means, you're the weakness.

You'll sacrifice yourself and regret it!!

God will never help a guy like you!!

It's not impossible to cut through it.

You need the strongest armor to protect you.
AH....
Ah!!

THERE'S HOPE!!
TELL HIM TO JUST LEAVE ME ALONE!!

IF YOU MEET GOD,
AT LONG LAST!

OH GOD.

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

FINALLY!

WILL BE TOGETHER!!

FINALLY!!
But at least...

I will have this blasphemer accompany me on my way down.

Let the fiend be incinerated!!

And with our last breath of flame,
BELIEVE IN GOD MORE THAN ANYONE...

YOU PROBABLY...

YOU'RE HESITATING

BUT YOU'LL GET NO FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS ON YOU'RE WAY TO HEAVEN!!!
MOMMY! THE ANGEL FELL!

NO

MOMMY!
KILL THE GIRL FOR US!
WE BEG YOU!
QUIT BEING SO GOD DAMN SELFISH!!!
あああ
AAAAA!!!
EVERYTHING
EVERYONE
MELTING NON-STOP
WHO CHASED ME...
KEEP ON GETTING EATEN...
EVERYTHING IN MY WORLD WILL DISAPPEAR.
Can you hear that.

The last moment.
THE TOWER!!
LET'S GO TO THE TOWER!!
LET'S RUN TO THE HIGHEST PLACE.....!!

CAN'T GET IN THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR!!

LET'S GO AROUND!!
ALL SOLDIERS GO INSIDE!!

WE HAVE NO CHOICE!! WE GOTTA RETREAT TOO!!

THERE'S NO OTHER WAY!!

LIEUTENANT!! EVERYONE IS RUNNING TO THE TOWER!!

BUT...BUT, THERE'S MONSTER INSIDE AS WELL...!!

THAT'S STILL BETTER THAN THE SITUATION HERE!!

LIEUTENANT!!

DON'T FALL BACK!! TRY TO LET AS MANY PEOPLE IN AS POSSIBLE!!
The gate is......!!

Forget about them!!

Quickly close the gate!!

Close the door now!!

Let me in!!

There are still women and children....!!

Wait!!

Let me in!!!
OH, MY GOD!!

IT'S HAPPENING AGAIN....!!

WHAT'S GOING ON!!!
IS IT BROKEN

IT'S SO PAINFUL...

...AH

IF I'M SLOW, THOSE MONSTERS WILL....

MUST... MUST QUICKLY GET OUT OF HERE....

ANY ONE THERE ?

AH

...I CAN....

AH!
IT HURTS SO BAD!

SOMEBODY....

HELP ME!?

PLEASE HELP....!!

I CAN'T WALK! PLEASE PLEASE!!
I could save you, any way.
ARE YOU OKAY?

MISS LUCA

SORRY FOR BEING LATE.

LUKA...

WE DON'T HAVE TIME NOW FOR THESE EMOTIONAL THINGS.

LUKA.

SEEMS LIKE CASKA AND THE OTHERS ARE OK.

WHEN YOU FELL FROM THERE I REALLY DIDN'T KNOW WHAT WAS GOING TO HAPPEN.

I WAS WATCHING EVERYTHING.
DAMN...

BUT I CAN'T WALK.

WHAT SHOULD WE DO...

WE'LL GET CAUGHT!

YES... YES, BUT...

CAN YOU STAND UP?
I'LL FIGURE MY WAY OUT.

MISS LUCA, WHAT ABOUT YOU? WHAT ABOUT YOU...

DON'T SAY MORE JUST DO AS I SAID!

BUT,

GET IN THERE!

NO TIME LEFT! QUICKLY HIDE INSIDE!

THIS I CAN'T DO!

DON'T COME OUT NO MATTER WHAT!

I'M SCARED! I CAN'T DO IT!

MISS LUCA IS NOT WITH ME, I WON'T DO IT!!

I...I DON'T WANT TO!

I DON'T WANNA BE BY MYSELF...

DON'T WORRY--EVEN IF A TYPHON DESTROYS EVERYTHING, THIS BUCKET WILL BE A SAFE PLACE TO HIDE AND IT WILL STAY FLOATING ON THE WATER.

...BUT!

THIS BUCKET ISN'T BIG ENOUGH FOR TWO PEOPLE!

IF I COME IN AS WELL, WHO'S GOING TO CLOSE THE LID?

AREN'T YOU A LITTLE RAT?
YOU HAVE TO BE QUIET, DON'T MOVE AND DON'T MAKE A SOUND!

YOU ARE A COWARD,

I BET YOU CAN SURVIVE THIS TIME.

MAYBE SOMEONE LIKE YOU,

LUKA...

GOOD

GAH! GAH!

HAMMER!
AH! YOU!

Look.

Fire.

The gate has been destroyed!

Not good! Looks like they'll be up here soon!
LORD MOZGUS...

HE LOOKS MORE LIKE AN ANGEL NOW TO HELP OTHERS AFTER HE'S DEAD.

SO THAT'S HOW IT IS, THEIR SCARED OF FIRE...

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO DIE, PICK IT UP.

GUYS ARE SO ENERGETIC.

I DON'T LIKE FIRE, BUT I DON'T WANT TO DIE.

OK!!
In this hopeless situation rather than staying here, shouldn't we go inside?

No, that's what they want.

It's almost morning, those monsters are scared of sun and will lose their power.

There won't be any sunlight inside the castle.

Why is it like this?

Facing opponents who broke the gate already going into the tower is useless.

Why?

We all are wrapped in despair.

We'll have enough sunlight here.

Why?

He's just eager to survive...!?

How can he so sure and clear?

Why is it...

We'll find out who's going to win in the morning.

This man's voice...

Why?!

Why is it...

Having such a impact?

We are going to survive.
BUT I FORGOT

SINCE THAT NIGHT, I'VE BEEN THINKING...

THIS IS A WORLD

JUST THAT ALONE, IT'S ALREADY BETTER...

WHERE THERE'S SUNSHINE...

YES,

WE ARE GOING TO SURVIVE.
AH, YOU BUNCH OF GARbage! TODAY IS THE DAY YOU DIE!

I'LL KILL YOU WITH THIS SUPER FIRE! TURN INTO CO2!

YOU BURNED ME TOO!

STOP TALKING, YOU STUPID FOOL!

AHH?

THEY ARE ALL THE ONES WHO WISHED TO BE SAVED!

THEY ARE EATING EVERYONE'S AURA, AND GETTING BIGGER!

THEY ARE FORMED FROM THE DEAD BY THE SICKNESS AND SADNESS ALL AROUND US!

WHAT ARE THOSE?

HOW COME THIS ONLY HAPPENS HERE?

IF EVERYONE WHO DIED WITH SADNESS TURNS INTO THIS, THEN THE WHOLE WORLD IS GOING TO END!

IT'S BECAUSE...
YOU SHOULD SWING YOUR SWORD TOO!

IF YOU DON'T WANT TO DIE
In this high-pressure situation, he was the one didn't fall back...

The only person that stands up and fights...

What is it that you're holding in your hand!? If you pray, your hands will close together!! Don't pray!!

No good!

Farnese please stand behind me!
IT'S COMING, IT'S COMING
I TOLD YOU TO STOP!

NO!!!

ああああ
I'M GOING TO DIE; I'M GOING TO DIE!!

I CAN'T DO IT ANYMORE!! I WILL BE CRUSHED!!

I CAN'T DO IT ANYMORE!! LET ME GO OUT!!

HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN NOW??

LET ME GO OUT AND LEAVE THIS PLACE!!

I'LL DIE SOON EITHER WAY

BUT

BUT, IT'S SO WARM...
STILL DON'T KNOW WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN?!!

THIS IS NOT THE TIME,

THE MORE BLOOD I COUGH UP, THE MORE I KNOW MY BLOOD IS STILL WARM...!!

THE MORE I'M SCARED THE MORE I FEEL LIKE I'M STILL LIVING!!

WAIT AND BE SCARED!

YOU HAVE TO BE QUIET, DON'T MOVE AND DON'T MAKE A SOUND!

I'M GOING TO TRY, MS. LUCA

I'VE GOTTA TRY...

IT MEANS I WANT TO LIVE ON!!

SCARED!!
ズズズズultimate...
THIS IS
.....!!

GOT EATEN BY
THE MONSTER
...!!
ARE SCREAMING FOR ONE THING!

..... SO STRONG

THE ONES WHO'RE LIVING, THE ONES WHO'RE DEAD,

ALL THE SPIRITS THAT ARE HERE,
I feel that carries one hope which is same as mine and screaming! Everything in my world is going with me... the world I'm creating.
BECOMES SYNCHRONIZED.

EVERYTHING
RETRIBUTION:
THE BIRTH RITE:
DESCENDING FROM
HEAVEN
IS IT SAYING SOMETHING?

GATS!

IT'S SCREAMING!

IT'S RESONATING WITH THE SCREAMING!!

LOOK!
THIS SHARP PAIN IS !!!!
GOD
THE LIGHT

IS OVERFLOWING
THE PILLAR OF FLAME RISES...

THE BLIND SHEEP ARE GATHERED...

IT WILL COME.

WHEN THE HEAVENS FALL...
DESCENDING FROM HEAVEN END
RETRIBUTION: THE BIRTH RITE: DAWN
THIS IS REALLY RAD

NO SURVIVORS FROM THE TOWER.

IT'S REAL, WE'RE STILL ALIVE.

IT'S NOT A DREAM, RIGHT?

BOTH THE TOWER AND THE MONSTER DISAPPEARED IN A NIGHT.
LUCA----!

MS LUCA----!

SHE WAS AROUND HERE!

WHAT ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT?

MS LUCA WAS JUST HERE!

SHE PUT ME INTO THE BARREL! I DON'T KNOW WHAT HAPPENED AFTER.

I'M STILL ALIVE.

MS LUCA!

I SURVIVED.

MS. NINA! YOU'RE ALIVE?

PLEASE, FIND LUCA!!

I SUGGEST YOU PLEASE GO AND LOOK FOR MS LUCA.
MY BODY IS ALMOST FROZEN DOWN HERE!

LUKA!!

SORRY FOR MAKING YOU WORRY, JEROME.

AH, IT WAS SO DANGEROUS WHEN THOSE MONSTERS WERE GETTING CLOSE TO ME.

AHAAHA QUICKLY PULL ME UP!

YOU FOOL.

EVERYBODY OKAY?

THIS IS THE ONLY PLACE I COULD HIDE, THAT'S WHY I DIDN'T CARE MUCH AND JUMPED INTO IT.
SO WARM, SO WARM,
IT'S GOOD THAT YOU'RE STILL ALIVE

YOU

SEEMS LIKE BEING TRICKED BY THE MONSTER
JUST THAT WE TALK ABOUT IT, I HEARD A BIG SOUND,

THIS IS PRETTY NICE----A BRAND NEW

YOU WANNA TRY AGAIN?

HAVE SOME LUCK...

SEEMS LIKE WE ALL
WHAT HAPPENED?

WHAT?
WHAT?!

KUSHAN?!

WHY ARE THEY HERE?!

THESE GUYS ARE KUSHAN!!

WHEN DID THEY GET HERE?
IS HE THE ONE?
THE BLACK SWORDSMAN.

I'M NOT SURE

ALTHOUGH IT'S SO SUDDEN AND HARD TO BELIEVE...

BUT, ACCORDING TO GOD'S WORDS, SOMETHING HAS HAPPENED HERE.

IT'S ALL RIGHT TO HURT THEM A LITTLE

I BELIEVE THE PERSON WE ARE LOOKING FOR IS AMONG THEM

THOSE ONES ARE THE SURVIVORS FROM THIS CATASTROPHE

CAPTURE THEM ALL!!

AND DON'T TAKE YOUR EYES OFF THAT MAN!!
WOMEN AND CHILDREN STAY BEHIND!!

THIS IS NOT THE SAME AS CAPTURING THE PAGANS!

I WON'T LET YOU PASS!

BUT...
THAT GUY WAS HIDING HIS STRENGTH BEFORE HE'S PRETTY GOOD.

YOU'RE MAKING THIS RELATIONSHIP WORSE. SEEMS LIKE IN THIS SITUATION, I HAVE TO FIGHT WITH YOU NO MATTER WHAT.

THOUGH PERSONALLY I DON'T WANT TO.

BUT MORE THAN THAT, WHAT I'M WORRIED MOST ABOUT IS THE STRENGTH THESE GUYS HAVE LEFT. THEY DIDN'T REST FOR THE WHOLE NIGHT AND MUST BE CLOSE TO MENTAL AND PHYSICAL EXHAUSTION.

TRUE! IF I HAVE TO WORRY PROTECTING WOMEN AND KIDS WHILE FIGHTING IT'S KINDA HARD TO FIGHT THESE GUYS!
Don't you even know how to fight!

How dare you use the women and children as hostages, you son of a bitch!

Daan!

Hey!

Don't move.

Or I'm going to kill them.
WHAT ARE YOU GUYS DOING ON OUR HOLY LAND?!

AZAN!!

PRETTY TOUGH

LET ME TEACH YOU GUYS!!

RIGHT NOW WE HAVE TO TAKE CARE OF THIS.

I'LL TELL YOU GUYS THE DETAILS LATER.

WHILE I WASN'T WITH HER, SOMETHING HAPPENED.

YAYA!

MS. FARNZEB, YOU'RE ALIVE. THAT'S GREAT!

CAPTAIN, HOW DID YOU STAY ALIVE?
READY!

WHAT, AGAIN?
WHAT THE HELL IS THIS??
**MONSTER!!??**

**ZODD**

**IS THIS A**

**OF LAST NIGHT?!!**

**WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?!!**

**NO, NO GOO**

**NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS DON'T BE SCARED**

**おお**

**ZODD!!!**
WHY IS ZOOD HERE!!??

THIS IS NOT THE TIME TO THINK ABOUT THAT, LET'S ESCAPE!

ALL RIGHT, DON'T SPLIT UP! LET'S ESCAPE AT ONCE!

THIS IS REALLY SCARY...
RETRIBUTION:
THE BIRTH RITE:
ARRIVAL

BERSERK
AT THAT MOMENT

THEIR BREATH CAUGHT...

EVERYONE THERE...

THEIR EYES TRANSFIXED
GRIFFITH...

!!

ドカオーモ
THE THING HE SOUGHT HAD BEEN FOUND...

THEN IT WAS REALIZED...
B-But!!

Master Silatt!

Everyone seize that man!

Forgotten how we were run out of our country into lives of pain and bitterness?!

Show no fear! Accomplishing this mission will restore our clan, the Bakiraka! Have you forgotten?

We are a clan of warriors! And those who do not follow my orders know that they will join the ranks of the dead!

Do not be afraid! Even if he isn't human!
THIS IS OUR ONCE IN A LIFETIME CHANCE!! HE MUST BE SEIZED BEFORE OUR MAIN ARMY ARRIVES!!
Curses! We weren't ready for this. Don't delay your escape!

Farn Eeeze!

What are you two doing?!

Hurry up!!
GATTS HURRY UP...!!!
RETRIBUTION: THE BIRTH RITE: DETERMINATION AND DEPARTURE

WE HAVE TO RUN AWAY FROM THIS HOLY LAND!! HHRRY,

OH, MY GOD!!

ARE THEY??

WHERE'S ELENE AND THE SWORDS-MAN??

YOUR STILL LOWER RANKED SOLDIER! YOU SHUT UP!!

YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND THE SITUATION!! WAIT!!

I WILL HUNT YOU

. . . . .

YOU LITTLE MONSTER!!

. . . . .
WE CAN'T DO ANYTHING NOW!!

YOU WANNA WHAT LEAVE THOSE 2 BEHIND?!

WE GOTA WALK CLOSE TO THE CLIFF AND ESCAPE DOWN THE RIVER!

THIS IS SO BAD

KUSHAN'S MAIN TROOP...!!

!? WHAT IS THAT?!

WHAT
WHO THE HELL IS HE?

WHO IS THAT?

THE ONE WHO ISN'T A HUMAN.....
WHAT'S NEXT?
YOU FOOL! BE QUIET!!

YOU'VE GOT TO PAY ME BACK!!

DON'T DIE!

BUT, CAN HE BEAT SO MANY ENEMIES?

WILL SAVE CASKA NO MATTER WHAT.

THAT MAN?

DON'T WORRY.

THEY SURVIVED!!
This must be a joke! People who listened to God and went into the tower were the ones that got killed.

Hey—what really made you think they were going to have you three back there?

This really makes people not wanna pray anymore.

On the other hand, the ones who didn’t follow God’s words, there are still some survivors although it’s only a few.

Not really.
The ones who don’t get disturbed by others and work hard to survive, of course they will stay alive!

Whatever God is thinking, no one knows. But both good luck and bad luck will happen in everyone’s lives.

Although things are like that, there’s always a zone where humans fight for themselves!

Huh? Is for the one who died in an egg.

Ms. Lilica, that is?

That’s why I want to give this to him.

He never met anyone, never knew anyone...

At least one person will remember him...

Although he’s a sinner,
I DON'T KNOW.

I'M NOT THE MAIN CHAR

WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN TO THIS WORLD...

BUT, WHAT IF THAT GUY'S DREAM COMES ABOUT....

GOOD BYE!

anda...

ALRIGHT, I GOTA GO NOW, LADIES!!

LET'S JUST SAY YOU OWE ME ONE!!

I GOTA GO NOW!!

HEY, YOU DON'T NEED TO PAY FOR THE SERVICE.

ALL FINALLY A RELIEF

A VERY BUSY GROUP

ALWAYS FIND THEM

I'M KINDA WORRIED

BUT

SATSU DIDN'T EVEN FALL BACK AGAINST MOIGUS

I SAID IT ALREADY AS LONG AS SHE'S WITH SATSU SHE'LL BE FINE

IS SHE ALRIGHT

I COULDN'T SAY GOOD-BYE TO ELENE
AND THE POWER OF BEING WITH SOMEONE, IS TOTALLY DIFFERENT.

AND NO MATTER WHAT HAPPENS, SHE'S ALWAYS THERE FOR OTHERS.

MRS. LUCA IS REALLY STRONG.

NOT AT ALL.

HM.

THAT IS MY WEAKNESS. HOW COME I TALK LIKE AN OLD LADY NOW?

THAT'S THE BEST WAY.

AS LONG AS I STAY WITH MRS. LUCA, I CAN ALWAYS BE PROTECTED.

AFTER THIS, I TRULY FOUND MY WEAKNESS AND SHAME.

YEP, I'LL BE FINE. I CAN HANDLE IT MYSELF.

I CAN NEVER DO THAT.

WILL YOU BE OK?

I'M GOING TO WASH MY FEET.

HM. I SHOULD SAY, AFTER THAT INCIDENT, I'M RELIVED.
After the army came, the tower fell, and the camp was destroyed.

Since that incident, I was too scared to stay in the camp. That's why I hid myself in the mountains.

And then I came here.

I felt that if I didn't tell them...

I was so scared of you.

I saw you here, and...

And...
BUT I REALLY WANTED TO BE WITH YOU.

YOU MAY NOT TRUST ME.

THIS GUY.. IS THE SAME AS ME.

EXACTLY THE SAME.

I COULDN'T BE BRAVE ALL THE TIME.

WAIT.

WAIT.

WAIT A MINUTE.
LIKE IT WAS BUILT OF SAND

LIKE MY FAITH... AND IT IS

THE TOWER...

IT'S REALLY THIS TINY SMALL THING?

THE THING I USED TO BELIEVE,

THE THING I FOUGHT AGAINST,

JUST WANT TO HIDE MY FEAR AND RAN OUT

I REALLY WANTED TO RUN AWAY FROM THE DARK, WHEN I WAS SMALL

NO, THAT'S RELIGION NOT RIGHT,

MADE MY BELIEFS DIRTY

ALL I REALLY WANTED WAS TO RUN AWAY FROM THE DARK, WHEN I WAS SMALL.

THEN ANOTHER GAP APPEARED

BUT, ALL THOSE THINGS THAT SEEMED TO BE PROTECTING ME
Hiding inside me...

No, the fear is always... but I'm still...

Have to live my life like this? ...I still

I was fainted in front of the gate

I was fighting with the monsters on the front line,

Now that we have time to talk about it, Captain. How did you escape from the tower?

I was trapped under the rocks, but didn't die.

...It made me so ashamed!

When I woke up, I found out I was the only one left.

I was betrayed by those I was protecting.

I was possessed by evil, closed the gate.

No other soldiers are left...

I can't believe I'm still alive, and still be able to see those sad emotions... this is the consequence.
LETS GO!

WE ARE GOING BACK TO THE CAPITAL?

FOLLOW THE BLACK SWORDS-MAN.

I WANT TO...

WHAT WHAT?!

THANKS FOR CARING AND ALL YOUR HELP.

THEN, SEE YOU CAPTAIN.

MY FATHER ABOUT THIS!

YOU JUST GO BACK AND TELL I WANNA DROP MY PAPAL CONNECTION.

BECAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT, I MADE UP MY MIND TO WORK FOR GOD....
AFFECT MY LIFE.

AND IT WILL CONTINUE TO AFFECT...

YOU GUYS WAIT!

THIS FOOD! A PRESENT TAKE IT IF YOU WANT!

THANKS!

HOW CAN YOU GUYS DO THIS TO ME...

I STILL COULDN'T GET OUT FROM THAT SMALL DARK AGE

AND I WILL FOLLOW THE LEAD OF THAT SWORDSMAN.

BUT THERE'S ONLY ONE PERSON WHO STOOD UP TO THE DARKNESS,
MAYBE
THIS IS
A GOOD
CHANCE.

MAYBE... I
WAS
RUNNING
AWAY.

SOMEONE
HAS TO
TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY.

BUT,

IS MY
GUIDE.

THIS
MAN...

NNA IS
TAKING
KINDA
LONG.

THINK-
ING
ABOUT
IT.

DON'T BE
SHY. WITHOUT YOU, OUR
VALUABLE
CUSTOMER, WE'LL HAVE
A BIG
HEAD-A-CHE!

AH SHE
LEFT!

HEY, GET
ME SOME
NEW
FRESH
CUSTOMERS?

IF YOU
CAN HELP
ME.

WAIT
UP!
I may not stand by myself, again.

I... have to go with Joachim.

...I'm so sorry, Ms. Luca, I still made you worried at the end.

And I will hate myself.

One day, I will hate Ms. Luca again.

But if we're together, I really like everyone and Ms. Luca.
I know those kind of things... very clearly... that's why.

I want to be with the weak guy, who's carrying the same sin.

I think we both will become gentle and strengthen each other.

Because being with this person,

And walk the path together.
I really hope I can be someone who will forgive others.

Compared to depending on others,

I must live on.

I really hope to see you guys again.

Without fake love, to truly be able to laugh with you guys,

I want to be someone independent and without fear.

A spoiled brat.

She really is a...
THE SHAPE OF THE WORLD CHANGED

FROM THE CRACK,
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